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Abstract
This paper studies how to compute radially layered drawings of graphs by taking into account additional geometric constraints
which correspond to typical aesthetic and semantic requirements for the visualization. The following requirements are considered:
vertex centrality, edge crossings, curve complexity, and radial distribution of the vertices. Trade-offs among these requirements are
discussed and different linear-time drawing algorithms are presented.
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1. Introduction
The readability of a drawing of a graph describes its effectiveness in conveying the information associated with the
graph itself. The set of geometric requirements related to the readability of a drawing are called aesthetic requirements
and those related to the semantics are called semantic requirements (see, e.g., [9,15,24]). While aesthetic requirements
are usually expressed as geometric optimization goals for a graph drawing algorithm, semantic requirements express
constraints that must be satisfied in the output visualization and are provided to the algorithm as an additional input.
Taking into account more than one aesthetic requirement typically translates into a multi-objective optimization prob-
lem, which is inherently characterized by trade-offs. Many such trade-offs have received attention in the literature,
including area vs. angular resolution, area vs. aspect ratio, edge crossings vs. number of bends (see, e.g., [9,23] for
surveys and references).
This paper is devoted to the study of aesthetic and semantic requirements which occur when computing radial
drawings of graphs. A radial drawing of a graph is such that every vertex is drawn on one of k concentric circles and
the edges are polygonal chains. Radial drawings arise in all those applications where it is important to display a graph
with the constraint that some vertices are drawn “more central” than others. Examples of such applications include
social networks analysis (visualization of policy networks and co-citation graphs) [5,6], cybergeography (visualization
of Web maps and communities) [12], and bioinformatics (visualization of protein–protein interaction diagrams) [13].
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drawings of graphs by taking into account different aesthetic and semantic requirements has not yet received enough
attention. Namely, there exist visualization systems to compute radial drawings that satisfy the semantic requirement
of placing each vertex on a given circle corresponding to its centrality [5,6]; however, these systems only consider
straight-line drawings, and therefore their number of crossings is often much higher than necessary. On the other hand,
the problem of computing radial drawings of planar graphs with no edge intersections and no bends along the edges
has been studied in [10], but the described drawing algorithm does not take into account any semantic requirements.
The problem of testing whether a graph admits a crossing-free radial drawing that satisfies the assigned centrality of
the vertices and where the edges are monotone Jordan curves has been studied by Bachmaier et al. [1,2]; if the test
is positive, a planar embedding is provided; an algorithm for turning such an embedding into a drawing with at most
two bends per edge is described in [3].
Heuristics for computing hierarchical drawings of directed graphs with circular layers have been provided in [4,7].
We describe different algorithms that compute radial drawings of graphs and present trade-offs among typical
aesthetic and semantic requirements. We consider the following requirements: vertex centrality (each vertex should
be placed on the circular layer corresponding to its centrality), edge crossings (the number of edge crossings should
be small), curve complexity (the number of bends along each edge should be small), radial distribution of the vertices
(the vertices should be uniformly distributed in a radial fashion on a polar grid [22]). We remark that the ordering of
the vertices on every circular layer is free; our algorithms aim at computing an ordering which allows the optimization
of the aesthetic requirements.
Since the term “radial drawings” is typically adopted in the literature to denote radial drawings with monotone
edges, we use the term radially layered drawing to denote our type of drawings. An outline of the main results in this
paper is as follows.
• We show that in general it is not possible to compute radially layered drawings of planar graphs where no two
edges cross, the number of bends is zero, the radial distribution of the vertices is uniform and the vertex centrality
is satisfied. We give precedence to vertex centrality and number of crossings over the other requirements. Indeed,
the first must be satisfied since it is a semantic requirement, and the second is recognized as one of the most
important aesthetics in graph drawing applications (see, e.g., [20,21]).
• A consequence of a result by Pach and Wenger [18] is that radially layered drawings of planar graphs having
zero edge crossings, uniform radial distribution, and satisfying vertex centrality can be computed at the price of
a high curve complexity (there can be a linear number of bends per edge). We show how to achieve low curve
complexity by describing a linear-time algorithm that computes radially layered drawings of planar graphs with
no edge crossings, uniform radial distribution, and at most three bends per edge.
• Trade-offs between the number of bends per edge and the uniform radial distribution are studied. We describe
linear-time algorithms that can further reduce the number of bends at the expenses of a non-uniform radial distri-
bution. We show that every planar graph with assigned vertex centrality admits a radially layered planar drawing
with at most one bend per edge if the radii of the circles are not given as part of the input and with at most two
bends per edge if the distance between the radial layers is fixed in advance.
The results in this paper are based on a combination of geometric and graph theoretic techniques. Three bends per
edge and uniform radial distribution are achieved by exploiting properties of star-shaped polygons and Hamiltonian
augmentation. Radially layered drawings with at most two bends per edge and with at most one bend per edge are
computed by using canonical ordering [8] and curve embedding [11], respectively. Fig. 1 shows different radially
layered drawings of the same graph with assigned centrality for the vertices: the white vertices are assigned to the
external circle, the black ones to the inner circles, and the grey vertices to the mid circle. The drawing of Fig. 1(a) has
curve complexity zero but has a high number of crossings and poor radial distribution of the vertices. The drawing of
Fig. 1(b) is optimal in terms of crossings and radial distribution of the vertices and has a small number of bends per
edge. The number of bends per edge is reduced in Fig. 1(c) at the expenses of a sub-optimal radial distribution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Preliminary definitions are given in Section 2. The aesthetic and se-
mantic requirements we study to compute radially layered drawings are formally described in Section 3, and conflicts
among them are discussed. Different linear-time algorithms that compute crossing-free radially layered drawings of
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planar graphs with different trade-offs between curve complexity and radial distribution of the vertices are presented
in Sections 4 and 5. Open problems are given in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with basic concepts of graph drawing [9] and of computational geometry [19].
Let G be a planar graph and let Γ be a drawing of G. If the edges of G are represented in Γ as a polygonal chain
we say that Γ is a polyline drawing. The intersection between two consecutive straight-line segments in the polygonal
chain representing an edge e is called a bend of e. A drawing with 0 bends is a straight-line drawing. A radially
layered drawing of a graph G is a polyline drawing of G such that each vertex is drawn as a point of one among a set
C of concentric circles. We assume that the center of the circles of C is the origin o of the Euclidean plane.
A ray is a half-line emanating from the origin o. Given a ray  we denote by   the counterclockwise angle required
to bring the positive x-axis into correspondence with . Given two rays a and b , we define  ab =  b −  a ,
where angles are measured modulo 2π .
A star-shaped polygon P is a polygon in which there exists an interior point p such that all the boundary points of
P are visible from p [17]. The set of all points p satisfying this property is called the kernel of P .
3. Semantic and aesthetic requirements
As anticipated in the introduction, the semantic requirement that we take into account is vertex centrality, that
associates the vertices in the input graph G(V,E) to radial layers. For each vertex v ∈ V , its centrality (radial layer)
is specified as part of the input and the algorithm computes a drawing such that v is drawn on a circle corresponding
to the given centrality. More formally, a layered graph G = (V ,E,φ), consists of a set of vertices V , a set of edges E
and a function φ :V → {0,1, . . . , k − 1} that maps each vertex to an integer between 0 and k − 1, which represents its
centrality. A radially layered drawing of G = (V ,E,φ) on a set of k concentric circles C = {C0, . . . ,Ck−1} is such
that each vertex v ∈ V is drawn as a point of circle Cφ(v). Throughout the paper we will assume that the radius of Ci
is greater than the radius of Ci+1. The value k will be also called the layer number of G and denoted as λ(G).
Concerning the visual appeal of radial drawings, we focus on the following aesthetic requirements:
• CROSSINGS. A crossing between two edges occurs if the two edges share a point different from their end-vertices.
A drawing should have as few crossings as possible, ideally 0 if the graph is planar.
• CURVE COMPLEXITY. The curve complexity is the maximum number of bends per edge. A readable drawing
typically has low curve complexity (see, e.g., [9]).
• RADIAL DISTRIBUTION. In a radially layered drawing it is desirable that the vertices are uniformly distributed
on a polar grid (see, e.g., [22]). Namely, the difference between the radii of any two consecutive circles should
be constant and equal to the radius of the smallest circle; also, the angular distance between any two consecutive
vertices encountered with a radial sweep of the drawing should be constant. More formally, we shall measure the
radial distribution of the vertices in terms of:
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ri = ri − ri+1 (i = 0, . . . , k − 1), rmin = mini{ri}, and rmax = maxi{ri}. The Radial Distance Ratio
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rmin
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– ANGULAR DISTANCE RATIO (ADR). Let v be a vertex of G and let v be the ray passing through v. Let
ρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρh−1 (h  1) be the distinct elements of the set {v|v ∈ V }, ordered so that  ρ0 <  ρ1 < · · · <
 ρh−1. If h > 1, define αi = ( ρi+1 −  ρi) (the indices are taken modulo h and the angles are measured
modulo 2π ), αmin = mini{αi} and αmax = maxi{αi}. If h = 1 we define αmin = 0 and αmax = 2π . The Angular
Distance Ratio is defined as ADR = αmax
αmin
. Notice that, when h = 1 we have ADR = +∞.
We say that a radially layered drawing is optimal in terms of CROSSINGS if it is a planar drawing; it is optimal
in terms of CURVE COMPLEXITY if it is a straight-line drawing; it is optimal in terms of RADIAL DISTRIBUTION
if both RDR = 1 and ADR = 1. Of course, RDR > 1 if the distance between any two circular layers is not constant.
We also remark that measure ADR is considered globally over all vertices, and not by layer. This choice guarantees
a better uniform radial distribution in many cases. For example, if there would be just two vertices for each layer,
the optimality of ADR according to our definition guarantees that the vertices are uniformly distributed in a circular
fashion in the plane; on the other side, if ADR is defined by layer, the optimality of ADR is also achieved by placing
all vertices on a single line.
Ideally, one would like to produce radially layered drawings that satisfy the semantic requirements and are optimal
in terms of all the aesthetic requirements described above. Unfortunately, this is not always possible, as shown in the
next lemma.
Lemma 1. There exists a planar layered graph that does not have a radially layered drawing optimal in terms of
CROSSINGS, CURVE COMPLEXITY and RADIAL DISTRIBUTION.
Proof. Let G = (V ,E,φ) be the planar layered graph defined as follows (refer to Fig. 2). The set of vertices is V =
{u0, u1, . . . , uh−1} ∪ {v0, v1, . . . , vh−1} ∪ {w0,w1, . . . ,wh−1}; the set of edges is E = {(ui, ui+1), (vi, ui), (vi, ui+1),
(wi, ui), (wi, ui+1), (wi, vi) | 0  i  h − 1} (indices are taken modulo h), φ(ui) = 0, φ(vi) = 0, and φ(wi) = 1
(i = 0, . . . , h − 1). Consider the cycle induced by vertices {u0, u1, . . . , uh−1}; since the drawing must be optimal in
terms of CURVE COMPLEXITY, each edge (ui, ui+1) must be drawn as a chord of C0. Vertices vi (i = 0, . . . , h − 1)
must also be drawn on C0. In order to guarantee optimality in terms of CROSSINGS, the counterclockwise order of
the vertices along C0 must be u0, v0, u1, v1, u2, . . . , uh−2, vh−2, uh−1, vh−1 or the opposite one. Let ui be the ray
passing through ui (i = 0, . . . , h − 1) and let αi = ( ui+1 −  ui ). The angle αmin = mini{αi} is at most 2πh (if
we want ADR = 1 all angles αi must be equal to 2πh ). Each vertex wi (i = 0, . . . , h − 1) must be drawn inside the
triangle representing the cycle ui, ui+1, vi in order to have a planar drawing and on C1 in order to satisfy the vertex
Fig. 2. A planar layered graph that does not admit a radially layered drawing optimal in terms of CROSSINGS, CURVE COMPLEXITY, and RADIAL
DISTRIBUTION. White vertices have centrality 0; black vertices have centrality 1.
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the minimum distance dmin of any of these segments from the center of the circles. The value of dmin is equal to
r0 cos(π/h). Thus it must be r1 > r0 cos(π/h), i.e. r1r0 > cos(π/h). In order to have RDR = 1 it must be r0 = 2r1, i.e.
1
2 > cos(π/h). This inequality is never satisfied for h  3, and therefore, for any h  3 it is not possible to obtain
RDR = 1. 
Lemma 1 naturally raises the question about whether one can relax one of the requirements in order to have
drawings that are optimal for the other two. We consider the cases in which either CURVE COMPLEXITY or RADIAL
DISTRIBUTION are relaxed. For example, it is not difficult to see that the graph used for the proof of Lemma 1 can
be drawn on two circles that are sufficiently close with each other and therefore the aesthetic requirement RADIAL
DISTRIBUTION is relaxed. However, the simultaneous optimality of CROSSINGS and CURVE COMPLEXITY cannot
always be achieved.
Lemma 2. There exists a planar layered graph that does not have a planar radially layered drawing optimal in terms
of both CROSSINGS and CURVE COMPLEXITY.
Proof. Consider the graph G = (V ,E,φ) defined in the proof of Lemma 1 and change the function φ so that there
exists a vertex wi such that φ(wi) = 0. In order to satisfy the semantic constraint the vertices ui , ui+1, vi , and wi must
be drawn on C0. However the graph induced by ui , ui+1, vi , and wi is K4, which does not admit a planar straight-line
drawing with all vertices drawn as points on a single circle. 
Lemma 3. Every planar layered graph with n vertices has a radially layered drawing optimal in terms of both
CROSSINGS and RADIAL DISTRIBUTION, and such that CURVE COMPLEXITY is O(n).
Proof. Halton [14] proved that every planar graph admits a planar drawing with vertices drawn at given positions in
the plane. Pach and Wenger [18] proved that the CURVE COMPLEXITY of such a drawing is O(n). Based on these
two results it is easy to compute a planar radially layered drawing that is optimal in terms of RADIAL DISTRIBUTION
and with curve complexity O(n). We choose a set of circles C0,C1, . . . ,Ck−1 such that the radius of Ci is ri =
(k − i) · Δ (where Δ is an arbitrary positive constant), and n rays 0, 1, . . . , n−1 such that  i = 2π ·in . Denoted as
v0, v1, . . . , vn−1 the vertices of G, we choose the point pi = Cφ(vi ) ∩ i to be the position of vi (i = 0, . . . , n− 1) and
use the algorithm by Pach and Wenger to compute a planar drawing with O(n) bends such that vi is represented by
pi . The choice of the circles and of the n rays guarantees that RDR = 1 and ADR = 1. 
Motivated by Lemma 3, we study in the next section whether one can reduce the number of bends in a planar
radially layered drawing while maintaining optimality for RADIAL DISTRIBUTION. We will then consider trade-offs
between RADIAL DISTRIBUTION and CURVE COMPLEXITY, showing how the latter can be reduced at the expenses
of the former.
4. Radially layered drawings with no CROSSINGS, optimal radial distribution and CURVE COMPLEXITY 3
We describe a drawing algorithm that computes a radially layered drawing of a planar layered graph G with at
most three bends per edge while maintaining optimal radial distribution and no crossings. An outline of our drawing
technique is as follows: (i) If G is not Hamiltonian, dummy edges and vertices are added so that the augmented graph is
Hamiltonian and planar. (ii) The vertices of the Hamiltonian circuit are drawn as a star-shaped polygon whose vertices
have the wanted centrality and have a uniform radial distribution on a polar grid. (iii) Every edge e not belonging to
the Hamiltonian circuit is either drawn inside or outside the polygon; if e is drawn inside it has at most one bend, if it
is drawn outside it has at most two bends. (iv) The dummy vertices and edges are finally removed; the construction is
such that every edge can have at most three bends. Similar techniques have been previously used (see, e.g., [16,18]).
Before giving a more detailed description of the algorithm and analyzing its properties, we recall some useful
definitions and results about Hamiltonian augmentation. A graph G is Hamiltonian if it has a simple cycle that contains
all its vertices; such a cycle is called a Hamiltonian cycle of G. Suppose that G is planar and that G is not Hamiltonian.
One can augment G to a (not necessarily planar) graph G′, by adding to G a suitable number of dummy edges such
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choosing a random circular ordering of the vertices of G and by adding a new edge between two consecutive edges if
this edge is not already present in G. H′ will consist of all the edges connecting consecutive vertices in the circular
ordering chosen.
If G′ is not planar, we can apply on G′ a planarization algorithm (see, e.g., [9]) with the constraint that only
crossings between dummy edges and edges of G−H′ are allowed. The planarization algorithm constructs an embed-
ded planar graph G′′ where each edge crossing is replaced with a dummy vertex. Graph G′′ is called an augmented
Hamiltonian form of G. If G′ is planar, an augmented Hamiltonian form of G is G′ itself along with a given planar
embedding. The vertices of an augmented Hamiltonian form that are not dummy vertices are called real vertices. The
Hamiltonian cycle H of an augmented Hamiltonian form of G is called an augmenting Hamiltonian cycle of G; note
that H is a subdivision of H′ obtained by possibly splitting some edges of H′ with dummy vertices. If every edge e of
G′ is crossed at most c times, H is said to be an augmenting Hamiltonian cycle of G with at most c dummy vertices
per edge. Several different techniques have been presented in the literature to compute an augmenting Hamiltonian
cycle of a planar graph.
We recall here the technique in [11] that, given a planar graph G, computes an augmenting Hamiltonian cycle
H with at most one dummy vertex per edge in linear time. Namely, in [11] it is described how to compute a planar
drawing of a planar graph G such that all the vertices are on a horizontal straight line called the spine, all the edges
are drawn as x-monotone polylines with at most two bends. Such a drawing is called a spine drawing. For example,
Fig. 3(b) shows a spine drawing of the non-Hamiltonian graph depicted in Fig. 3(a). Notice that in a spine drawing
each edge crosses the spine at most once. Also, starting from a spine drawing it is possible to remove some unnecessary
crossings between the edges and the spine. Namely, let e = (u, v) be an edge that crosses the spine (i.e. that has two
bends) and assume that u is to the left of v along the spine. Since e is represented by an x-monotone polyline, the
crossing c between e and the spine is between u and v. One of the two bends of e, let us call it the first bend, is in the
portion of e that goes from u to c. The other bend, let us call it the second bend, is in the portion of e that goes from
c to v. If there is no vertex between u and c along the spine, the first bend of e can be removed thus removing also
the crossing between e and the spine. Analogously, if there is no vertex between c and v, the second bend of e can be
removed, which will result again in a removal of the crossing between e and the spine. Thus, given a planar graph G,
it is possible to assume that we have a spine drawing Γ such that if edge e = (u, v) crosses the spine at point c, then
there is at least one vertex between u and c and at least one vertex between c and v. For example the spine drawing of
Fig. 3(b) has been simplified in Fig. 3(c) by removing the crossing between edge (v4, v3) and the spine.
Let p1,p2, . . . , ph be the left-to-right sequence of vertices and crossings between the edges and the spine. Replace
each crossing with a dummy vertex. For each pair of consecutive vertices (dummy or not) of the sequence connect
them by a dummy edge if they are not already connected. The Hamiltonian cycle consists of all the edges connecting
consecutive vertices of the sequence plus the edge (pm,p1) (such an edge always exists in a spine drawing because
p1 and pm are adjacent vertices of the external face). In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) an augmenting Hamiltonian cycle H of G
is shown in bold (the little squares represent dummy vertices and dashed lines represent dummy edges).
Lemma 4. (See [11].) Every planar graph G with n vertices admits an augmenting Hamiltonian cycleH with at most
one dummy vertex per edge. An augmented Hamiltonian form of G including H can be computed in O(n) time.
4.1. Drawing algorithm
Let G = (V ,E,φ) be a planar layered graph with n vertices and let C be a set of concentric circles such that
|C| = λ(G) = k and the radius of Ci is ri = (k − i) · Δ, (i = 0,1, . . . , k − 1), for some Δ > 0. This choice of the
circles guarantees RDR = 1.
Let G′′ be an augmented Hamiltonian form of G computed by means of Lemma 4 and let H be the Hamiltonian
cycle of G′′. Let u0 be a vertex of G′′ that is also a vertex of G; visit H counterclockwise starting at u0 and let
u0, u1, . . . , un′′−1 be the vertices of G′′ in the order they are encountered during the visit. We distinguish the real
vertices of G ∩ G′′ from the dummy ones by introducing a second notation for the real vertices. Vertex u0 is also
denoted v0, vertex vi is the real vertex uj of G ∩ G′′ that is encountered after vi−1 when visiting H counterclock-
wise.
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Hamiltonian cycle H of G. (The Hamiltonian cycle is highlighted in bold, the little squares represent dummy vertices, and dashed lines represent
dummy edges.) Notice that the crossing between edge (v4, v3) and the spine has been removed. (d) The augmenting Hamiltonian cycle H of G
highlighted in bold.
In order to compute a drawing where ADR = 1 and the semantic requirement of vertex centrality is satisfied, we
proceed as follows. Let ρi (i = 0, . . . , n − 1) be the ray that forms an angle of 2π ·in with the positive x-axis. Each
vertex vi is drawn at the intersection point ρi ∩Cφ(vi) (i = 0, . . . , n− 1).
The dummy vertices of G′′ are drawn as follows. Let vi and vi+1 (0 i  n − 1) be two vertices of G such that
vi = uj and vi+1 = uj+h (h > 1), i.e. two real vertices such that there are h − 1 dummy vertices between them in
H. We choose h− 1 arbitrary rays 1, 2, . . . , h−1 such that  ρi <  1 <  2 < · · · <  h−1 <  ρi+1 (for example
one can choose h − 1 equi-spaced rays). Vertex uj+l is drawn at point vivi+1 ∩ l (1  l  h − 1). Note that there
is no semantic requirement on the dummy vertices and they do not need to be drawn on a circle of C. The edges of
H are drawn as straight-line segments between their endvertices. The chosen position of the vertices implies that the
drawing of H is a star-shaped polygon, whose kernel contains the center. In the following we denote with P0 the
polygon representing H. In Fig. 4(a) the drawing of the augmenting Hamiltonian cycle H of the graph G of Fig. 3(a)
is shown.
Each edge e of G′′ not belonging to H is either inside or outside H in the planar embedding of G′′. If e is inside
H, it is drawn inside P0 as a polyline with one bend, else it is drawn outside P0 as a polyline with two bends. The
edges that do not belong to H are suitably ordered and are inserted in the drawing one at a time in increasing order.
The ordering is defined as follows. Let e = (ui, uj ) (0 i < j  n′′ − 1) be an edge that is not in H and let ui and
uj be the rays through ui and uj , respectively. We call span of e the angle αe = min{ ui uj ,  uj ui }. Notice that,
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are ordered by increasing span. Ties are broken arbitrarily.
DRAWING THE EDGES INSIDE H
Let e0, e1, . . . , eh−1 be the edges that are inside H ordered according to their span. The edges are drawn inside
P0 so that no edge goes through the origin o. The drawing of edge e0 partitions polygon P0 into two sub-polygons,
one of which contains o and is denoted as P1. Edge el is drawn inside Pl (l = 1, . . . , h − 1) and partitions it into two
sub-polygons one of which contains o and is denoted as Pl+1. Given one of the polygons Pl (l = 0, . . . , h− 1), let Vl
be the set of vertices (real or dummy) that are the endvertices of at least one edge eg with g > l, i.e. an edge that is
not yet drawn at step l. We say that Pl is weakly star-shaped, if all the vertices of Vl are visible from an internal point
of Pl . The set of points of Pl from which all the vertices of Vl are visible is called the weak kernel of Pl and will be
denoted as WKer(Pl ). When inserting edge el inside polygon Pl , the algorithm maintains the following invariants.
Invariant 1. All vertices of Vl are on the boundary of Pl .
Invariant 2. Pl is weakly star-shaped and the weak kernel of Pl contains a closed disk centered at the origin o.
We now give details about how to draw edge el so that it has at most one bend and it does not go through the origin
o. Let Cl be the boundary of the closed disk contained in WKer(Pl ) according to Invariant 2 and let el = (ui, uj )
(0  i < j  n′′ − 1). Let ui and uj be the rays through ui and uj , respectively and let αel be the span of el . We
have that either  ui uj = αel or  uj ui = αel . Assume the first case holds (the other case is analogous). If both ui
and uj are real vertices, el is drawn as a polyline with ui and uj as endpoints and one bend at point bl = ∩Cl , where
 is the bisector of the angle  ui uj . See, for example, Fig. 4(b). If one of the endvertices of el , say ui , is a dummy
vertex (in this case uj is real by Lemma 4) we draw the bend at point bl = ui ∩Cl . See, for example, Fig. 4(c).
DRAWING THE EDGES OUTSIDE H
Let e0, e1, . . . , eh−1 be the edges that are outsideH ordered according to their span. The edges are drawn outsideP0
as follows. Let u0, u1, . . . , un′′−1 be the rays passing through the points representing u0, u1, . . . , un′′−1, respectively
and let θmin = mini{ ui ui+1}. For every ray ui we define two rays +ui and −ui ; refer to Fig. 4(d). If ui is a real
vertex, +ui is a ray such that  
+
ui
=  ui + θmin/3 and −ui is a ray such that  −ui =  ui − θmin/3. If ui is a dummy
vertex, +ui = −ui = ui .
Let el = (ui, uj ) be the current edge to be drawn (l = 0, . . . , h − 1). Let αel be the span of el ; we have that either
 ui uj = αel or  uj ui = αel . Assume the first case holds (the other case is analogous). Let dmax be the maximum
distance from the center o of the circles to any point in the drawing computed before the addition of el , and let C∗ be a
circle centered at o and having radius r > dmax. Let  be the bisector of the angle  ui uj and let max be the straight-
line orthogonal to  passing through the point  ∩ C∗. The two bends of el will be drawn at points b1 = max ∩ +ui
and b2 = max ∩ −uj .
The following theorem describes the performance of the drawing algorithm both in terms of aesthetic requirements
and in terms of computational complexity.
Theorem 1. Every planar layered graph has a radially layered drawing that is optimal in terms of both CROSSINGS
and RADIAL DISTRIBUTION, and whose CURVE COMPLEXITY is 3. Also, this drawing can be computed inO(n) time,
where n is the number of vertices of the graph.
Proof. In order to prove that the drawing computed by the algorithm described above is optimal in terms of CROSS-
INGS, we first assume that Invariants 1 and 2 hold. We then prove that these invariants are indeed maintained. We
adopt the same notation used in the description of the algorithm.
Crossings. The drawing of H is the star shaped polygon P0 and hence it is planar. Also, an edge inside H in the
planar embedding of G′′ is drawn inside P0 and an edge outside H is drawn outside P0; it follows that
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of Fig. 3(a). In this drawing we assume φ(v2) = φ(v5) = φ(v10) = 0, φ(v4) = φ(v9) = 1, φ(v2) = φ(v7) = 2, and φ(v1) = φ(v3) =
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the endvertices is dummy. (d) Drawing of an edge outside H.
no edge inside H can cross an edge outside H in the drawing. It remains to show that no two edges both
drawn inside (outside) P0 cross each other. Consider the addition of an inside edge el = (ui, uj ) (l > 0). The
endvertices ui and uj of el are in the set Vl by definition; by Invariant 1, they are on the boundary of Pl . By
Invariant 2, these vertices are visible from point bl (i.e. the point where the bend of el is drawn), which is a
point of WKer(Pl ). This implies that bl can be connected to ui and uj by means of two segments completely
contained inside Pl , and thus without crossing any other edge of the drawing.
Consider now the addition of an outside edge el = (ui, uj ) (0 l  h − 1, 0 i < j  n′′ − 1). Edge el
is drawn as a polyline with two bends at points b1 = max ∩ +ui and b2 = max ∩ −uj . To show that these two
points always exist, consider the angle αel =  ui uj . Since αel  π it follows that  +ui −uj < π . Indeed,
we have  +ui   ui and  
−
uj
  uj , where the equal sign holds only if the vertex is a dummy vertex.
Since at most one of the endvertices of ei is a dummy vertex, at least one of these inequalities is strict. As
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−
uj
, ,
and max; therefore max ∩ +ui = ∅ and max ∩ −uj = ∅.
We also observe that max does not cross any of the edges of the drawing because max is tangent to C∗
and the rest of the drawing is strictly inside C∗. Hence the portion of el consisting of the segment b1b2 does
not cross the rest of the drawing. Concerning the other two segments of the polyline representing el , consider
first the case when both ui and uj are real vertices. The segment uib1 is contained in the angle between ui
and +ui and in this region there are only segments incident on ui that cannot cross uib1 because they have
an endpoint in common. Analogously, segment b2uj is contained in the angle between −uj and uj and in
this region there are only segments incident on uj that cannot cross b2uj because they have an endpoint in
common. If one of the two endvertices of el – say ui – is dummy, segment uib1 is completely contained on
the ray ui and it is the only one on this ray, because el is the only edge incident on ui that is outside H. This
concludes the proof that the drawing is optimal in terms of crossings. It remains to show that the invariants
hold.
Invariant 1. The proof is by induction on l. For l = 0 (i.e. when the first edge e0 is added) Invariant 1 holds because
all vertices (real and dummy) are on the boundary of P0. Assume that Invariant 1 holds for l > 0, we prove
that it holds for l + 1. Since we are assuming that  ui uj = αel , i.e. that  ui uj  π , we have that the
vertices of the set VA = {ui+1, ui+2, . . . , uj−1} that are on the boundary of Pl are not on the boundary of
Pl+1, while the vertices of the set VB = {u0, u1, . . . , ui} ∪ {uj ,uj+2, . . . , un′′−1} that are on the boundary of
Pl will also be on the boundary of Pl+1. In order to prove that Invariant 1 holds, it is sufficient to show that
all edges inside H and incident to the vertices of VA have already be drawn, i.e. they do not belong to Vl+1.
Due to the planar embedding of G′′, these edges have both their endvertices in the set VA and therefore they
have span smaller than αel . This implies that they have been drawn before el .
Invariant 2. Observe that if WKer(Pl ) contains the center o of the circles, then there exists a closed disk centered
at o completely contained in WKer(Pl ). Namely, since o ∈ WKer(Pl ), all points of Pl have distance from
o that is greater than 0. Let  be the distance from o of the point which is closest to o. Any disk centered
at o having radius ′ <  is contained in WKer(Pl ). Based on this observation it is sufficient to prove that o
is in WKer(Pl ) for every l. The proof is by induction on l. For l = 0 (i.e. when the first edge e0 is added)
Invariant 2 holds because all the vertices (real or dummy) are visible from o. Assume that Invariant 2 holds
for l > 0, we prove that it holds for l + 1. Let ug be a vertex that is on the boundary of Pl and that remains
on the boundary of Pl+1. This implies that either g  i or g  j . Since o ∈ WKer(Pl ), ug is visible from o
before the addition of el , i.e. it is possible to connect o to ug by means of a straight-line segment s without
crossing the boundary ofPl . If ui and uj are both real then the bend bl is placed on a point on the bisector  of
the angle  ui uj ; hence segment s is not crossed by the two segments representing el which are completely
contained in the angle  ui uj . This implies that ug remains visible from o after the addition of el . Since
Vl+1 ⊆ Vl , Invariant 2 holds in this case. If one endvertex of el is dummy, assume it is ui . In this case the
bend bl is placed on a point of ui . If g < i or g  j we can apply the same argument as in the previous case;
if, instead, g = i, then ug = ui is no longer visible from o after the addition of el . However, although ui is
in the boundary of Pl+1, it is not in Vl+1. Namely, each dummy vertex has degree four, i.e. has four edges
incident on it. Two of these edges are edges of H and the other two are one inside and the other outside H
(recall that the four edges incident on a dummy vertex exist because there is a crossing between a dummy
edge of H and a real edge of G). Therefore no other edge incident on ui must still be drawn inside H. Since
ui is not in Vl+1 it is not necessary that it is visible from WKer(Pl+1) and hence Invariant 2 holds also in
this case.
We now prove the results about CURVE COMPLEXITY, RADIAL DISTRIBUTION, and time complexity.
Curve complexity. The edges of G′′ (i.e. of an augmented Hamiltonian form of G) are of three types: the edges of H
that have 0 bends in the drawing, those that are inside H that are drawn as polylines with 1 bend and those
that are outsideH that have 2 bends. Consider an edge of G that is split by a dummy vertex. The two “pieces”
of this edge obtained by the splitting are one inside and the other outside H, so they are drawn with 1 and 2
bends, respectively, i.e. three bends in total. The removal of a dummy vertex ui from the drawing could give
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edges incident on a dummy vertex ui are drawn so that the segment incident on ui is completely contained
in the ray ui both if the edge is inside H and if it is outside H. Therefore the fourth bend is avoided and the
maximum number of bends per edge is at most 3.
Radial distribution. The choice of the circles implies that Δrmax = Δrmin = Δ and hence RDR = 1. Since the vertices
are drawn as points of the rays ρi , and these are such that  ρi = 2π ·in , we have that αmax = αmin = 2πn , and
hence ADR = 1. It follows that the computed drawing is optimal in terms of RADIAL DISTRIBUTION.
Time complexity. An augmented Hamiltonian form G′′ of G and the Hamiltonian cycle H can be computed in linear
time by Lemma 4. The drawing of H can clearly be computed in O(n) time. Sorting the edges inside/outside
H according to their span can be done in O(n) by means of a traversal of the vertices along H. We ex-
plain in what follows how the edges inside H are sorted: the edges outside H are sorted analogously. Let
u0, u1, . . . , un′′−1 be the vertices of G′′ according to the counterclockwise order they are encountered along
H. The vertices are scanned from u0 to un′′−1. For the generic vertex ui , let p be the number of edges in-
cident to ui that are inside H. Denote by e0 the edge (ui, ui+1) (which is an edge of H) and by ep+1 the
edge (ui−1, ui) (which is also an edge of H). Let e0, e1, . . . , ep+1 be the edges inside H incident to ui in the
circular counterclockwise order around ui induced by the planar embedding of G′′. These edges can be par-
titioned into two sets E0 = {(ui, uj ) | j < i} and E1 = {(ui, uj ) | j > i}. We consider first the edges (ui, uj )
of E1 ordered according to the decreasing value of j . If j − i > n′′2 we ignore the edge (it will be considered
in a second vertex scan), otherwise the edge is pushed into a stack. We consider then the edges (ui, uj ) of
E0 ordered according to the increasing value of j . If i − j > n′′2 we ignore the edge (it will be considered
in a second vertex scan), otherwise the edge is popped from the stack. The edges are sorted according to
the order they are removed from the stack. When all vertices are scanned, all edges (ui, uj ) such that j > i
and j − i  n′′2 (i.e. those whose span αej is equal to  ui uj ) are sorted. To order the remaining edges we
perform a second scan which is analogous to the first one with the only difference that the vertices and edges
are considered in clockwise order. During this second scan the edges (ui, uj ) such that j > i and j − i > n′′2
are sorted. Both scans can be performed in O(n) time.
Each edge inside H can be drawn in constant time: it is sufficient to store the value of the radius of the
disk contained in WKer(Pl ). Such a value can then be updated in constant time. Namely, if both endvertices
of the edge (ui, uj ) are real, let li be the straight line passing through ui and bl and let lj be the straight line
through uj and bl . Let di be the distance from o to li and let dj be the distance from o to lj . The radius of
the new disk is min{di, dj } (see Fig. 4(b) for an example). If one of the endvertices of (ui, uj )—say ui—is
dummy, then let v be the vertex (real or dummy) adjacent to ui in the boundary of Pl different from uj . Let
l be the straight line through v and bl and let d be the distance from o to l. The radius of the new disk is d
(see Fig. 4(c) for an example).
Each edge outside H can also be drawn in constant time: it is sufficient to store the value dmax. Such a
value can be updated in constant time when el is drawn, because it is equal either to ob1 or to ob2. 
5. Curve complexity and radial distribution: Trade-offs
In this section we show how to improve the quality of the drawing in terms of number of bends per edge at the
expenses of a lower quality in terms of radial distribution. In Section 5.1 we show that at most two bends per edge can
be achieved with an optimal RDR but at the price of a suboptimal ADR; Section 5.2 shows how to compute radially
layered drawings with at most one bend per edge by also loosing the optimality of RDR. We recall that Lemma 2
implies that one bend per edge may be necessary if the drawing is required to be planar.
5.1. Radially layered drawings with no crossings, optimal radial distance ratio, and curve complexity 2
We describe an algorithm to compute a planar radially layered drawing with RDR = 1 and CURVE COMPLEXITY 2.
The algorithm computes the drawing by adding at each step a vertex and all its incident edges according to an ordering
introduced by de Fraysseix, Pach and Pollack and known as a canonical ordering [8]. We remark here that for the case
of radial layered graphs with monotone edges, an algorithm that computes a radial drawing with at most two bends
per edge is given in [3].
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Let G be a maximal embedded planar graph with external boundary u, v, w. A canonical ordering of G with
respect to u,v is an ordering of the vertices v1 = u,v2 = v, v3, . . . , vn = w of G with the following properties for
every integer k such that 4 k  n:
• The subgraph Gk−1 ⊆ G induced by v1, v2, . . . , vk−1 is biconnected and the external boundary Bk−1 of Gk−1
contains edge (u, v);
• vk is in the external face of Gk−1, and its neighbors in Gk−1 form a subpath of the path Bk−1 − (u, v).
Let G = (V ,E,φ) be a planar layered graph with n vertices and let C be a set of concentric circles such that
|C| = λ(G) = k and the radius of Ci is ri = (k − i) · Δ, i = 0,1, . . . , k − 1 and Δ > 0. This choice of the circles
guarantees RDR = 1. Given a point p in the plane x(p) and y(p) denote the x- and y-coordinate of p, respectively.
Also, we denote by p the straight line {(x(p), y) | y ∈R} and by +p the half-line {(x(p), y) | y  y(p), y ∈R}.
The first step of the algorithm draws vertex v1 at the point of coordinates (−rφ(v1),0). At the second step, v2 is
drawn at the point of coordinates (rφ(v2),0) and edge (v1, v2) is drawn as a polyline with one bend of coordinates
(0,−y), where 0 y  rk−1. At Step 3, vertex v3 is drawn as the point of coordinates (0, rφ(v3)) and edges (v1, v3)
and (v2, v3) are drawn as polylines each having one bend. The bend of (v1, v3) has coordinates (−x, y), where
0  x, y  rk−1, while the bend of (v2, v3) has coordinates (x, y), where 0  x, y  rk−1. At the generic Step i
(i = 4, . . . , n) the algorithm adds vertex vi to the drawing Γi−1 of the graph Gi−1 induced by vertices v1, v2, . . . , vi−1.
Let Bi be the external boundary of Gi and let Πi be the path obtained by removing edge (v1, v2) from Bi . The
following invariants are maintained (see also Fig. 5(a)):
Invariant A. Path Πi is drawn as an x-monotone polygonal chain in Γi .
Invariant B. Every edge e = (w0,w1) of Πi is drawn in the half-plane y > 0 and as a polyline with at least one bend.
Let w0 be encountered before w1 when traversing Πi from v1 to v2 and let b be the leftmost bend of e. The half-line
+b intersects all circles of C and does not share any point with Γi , except b.
The addition of vi to Γi−1 at Step i is computed as follows. Refer to Fig. 5(b). Let w0,w1, . . . ,wh−1 be the
vertices on Πi−1 that are adjacent to vi and assume that they are encountered in this order when traversing Πi−1
from v1 to v2. Let b be the leftmost bend of (w0,w1). Draw vertex vi at point +b ∩ Cφ(vi), denote by p0 the point
bw0 ∩ Ck−1, by p1 the leftmost point of the set bw1 ∩ Ck−1, and by p the point +b ∩ Ck−1. Let 0 be any vertical
straight line that intersects segment p0p and let p′0 = 0 ∩ (w0,w1). Edge (w0, vi) is drawn as a polyline with one
bend located at point (x(p′0), y), with y(p′0) < y < y(0 ∩ Ck−1). Let 1 be any vertical straight line that intersects
segment pp1, let p′1 = 1 ∩ (w0,w1) and p′′1 = 1 ∩ Ck−1. Choose h − 1 points, q1, q2, . . . , qh−1, on segment p′1p′′1
with y(qj ) < y(qj+1). Each edge (vi,wj ) (j = 1, . . . , h − 1) is drawn as a polyline with two bends; the first bend is
at point qj . Let σ be the maximum value such that there exists a segment of Πk−1 with slope either σ or −σ . Choose
h−1 positive values σj (1 j  h−1) such that σh−1 > σh−2 > · · · > σ1 > σ . The second bend of (vi,wj ) is placed
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−σj passing through wj (1 j  h− 1).
Theorem 2. Every planar layered graph with n vertices has a radially layered drawing that is optimal in terms of
RDR and CROSSINGS, and whose CURVE COMPLEXITY is 2. Also, this drawing can be computed in O(n) time.
Proof. In order to prove that the drawing computed by the algorithm described above is optimal in terms of CROSS-
INGS, we first assume that Invariants A and B hold. We then prove that these invariants are indeed maintained. We
adopt the same notation used in the description of the algorithm.
Crossings. The proof is by induction. The drawing of G3 computed in Steps 1, 2, and 3 is planar. Assume now that
Γi−1 is planar and that Invariants A and B hold. Vertex vi is placed at point +b ∩ Cφ(vi). By Invariant B,
+b ∩ Cφ(vi) = ∅, and therefore the point exists. Also, by the same invariant all points of the half-line +b
except b are on the external face of Γi−1. Thus vi is drawn on the external face of Γi−1. More precisely it is
drawn above the polygonal chain Λi−1 representing Πi−1. The only bend of edge (w0, vi) is also drawn on
the external face of Γi−1 and above Λi−1. By Invariant A, p′0 is the only point of Λi−1 that also belongs to
0 and therefore any point of 0 with y-coordinate greater than y(p′0) is above Λi−1. This implies that edge
(w0, vi) does not cross any other edge of Γi−1. Consider now an edge (vi,wj ) (1  j  h − 1). The first
bend of this edge is drawn at point qj ; by an analogous argument as the one used for the bend of (w0, vi), we
can prove that qj is on the external face of Γi−1 and above Λi−1. This implies that segment viqj does not
cross any segment of Γi−1. Since Λi−1 is an x-monotone polygonal chain (Invariant A), any half-line having
its origin in a point of Λi−1 or above Λi−1 and having slope greater (in absolute value) than that of any
segment of Λi−1, is completely above Λi−1. Therefore the other two segments of (w0, vi) do not cross any
other segment of Γi−1. This proves that the polyline representing each edge (vi,wj ) (1  j  h − 1) does
not cross any other edge of Γi−1. Consider now two distinct edges (vi,wj ) and (vi,wl), and assume without
loss of generality that j < l. By construction, y(qj ) < y(ql) and σj < σl and thus the polyline representing
edge (vi,wj ) is completely below the one representing edge (vi,wl) (except for the point vi which is in
common). As a consequence, edges (vi,wj ) (1 j  h− 1) do not cross each other.
Invariant A. At the end of Step 3, the polygonal chain Λ3 representing Π3 consists of the two edge (v1, v3) and
(v3, v2) and is x-monotone by construction. Assume that the polygonal chain Λi−1 representing Πi−1 is
x-monotone. We need to prove that, after the addition of vertex vi to the drawing, the polygonal chain
Λi representing Πi is x-monotone. Denote as u0, u1, . . . , ug the vertices that are on the external face of
Gi−1 in the order they are encountered going from u0 = v1 to ug = v2 on Πi−1. Assume that the vertices
w0,w1, . . .wh−1 that are adjacent to vi coincide with the vertices ul, ul+1, . . . , ul+h−1. Then the vertices
on the external boundary of Gi are u0, u1, . . . , ul, vi, ul+h−1, ul+h, . . . , ug . All the edges drawn at Step i
are drawn in the strip defined by w0 and wh−1 . Therefore the portion of Λi from u0 to w0 and the one
from wh−1 to ug are the same as in Λi−1. The portion from w0 to wh−1 consists of the two edges (w0, vi)
and (vi,wh−1). The first edge has one bend b0. The second one has two bends; denote them as b1 and b2
according to the order they are encountered when walking on edge (vi,wh−1). By construction, x(w0) <
x(b0) < x(vi) < x(b1) < x(b2) < x(wh−1). This implies that the portion from w0 to wh−1 is x-monotone
and hence Λi is x-monotone.
Invariant B. At the end of Step 3, the invariant holds by construction. Assume it holds at the end of Step i, i > 3.
All the edges drawn at Step i are drawn in the strip defined by w0 and wh−1 . Therefore, for the edges of
Λi from u0 to w0 and for those from wh−1 to ug the invariant holds by induction. Both edges (w0, vi) and
(vi,wh−1) have at least one bend. The bend b0 of (w0, vi) is a point of 0. This point is inside circle Ck−1
because y(b0) < y(0 ∩Ck−1); also it is the point of 0 ∩Γi with the greatest y-coordinate. This implies that
the half-line +b0 intersects all circles of C and does not share any point with Γi except b0. The leftmost bend
of the edge (vi,wh−1) is drawn at point qh−1. This point is inside circle Ck−1 because y(qh−1) < y(p′′1) and
it is the point of 1 ∩ Γi with the greatest y-coordinate, because y(qj ) < y(qh−1), for every j < h − 1. This
implies that the half-line +qh−1 intersects all circles of C and does not share any point with Γi except qh−1.
Curve Complexity. The CURVE COMPLEXITY is 2 by construction.
Radial Distribution. By the choice of the circles Δrmax = Δrmin = Δ and hence RDR = 1.
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adds vertex vi to the current drawing along with all edges connecting it to its neighbors in Gi−1. We prove
that Step i can be executed in O(deg(vi)) time which implies an overall time complexity of O(n). Let u0 =
v1, u1, . . . , uk−1 = v2 be the vertices on the path Πi−1, in the order they are encountered when traversing
Πi−1 from v1 to v2. Associated with each vertex uj we store the coordinates of the bends of the edge
(uj , uj+1) (which is an edge of Πi−1). We also store in a variable σmax the maximum slope of any segment
of Γi−1. At Step i we add vertex vi that must be connected to vertices w0,w1, . . . ,wh−1. By using the
information about the coordinates of the bends of (w0,w1) we can compute in constant time the point that
represents vi (i.e. point +b ∩ Cφ(vi)) and the points and lines needed to draw (vi,w0) (i.e. points p0,p1,p,
p′0, and line 0). When edge (vi,w0) is drawn we can update the information associated with w0 (i.e. the
coordinates of the bends of (w0, vi)). Edges (vi,wj ) can be drawn in O(deg(vi)) time. Namely, line 1 and
points p′1 and p′′1 can be computed in constant time by using the information about the coordinates of the
bends of (w0,w1). Points q1, q2, . . . , qh−1 can be computed in time O(h), i.e. O(deg(vi)). Finally, by using
σmax we can compute the slopes σ1, σ2, . . . , σh−1 in time O(deg(vi)) and update σmax to σh−1. After edges
(vi,w1), (vi,w2), . . . , (vi,wh−1) has been drawn, we can store, associated with vi , the coordinates of the
bends of edge (vi,wh−1). 
5.2. Radially layered drawings with no crossings and curve complexity 1
It has been proved that every planar graph admits a planar drawing such that all the vertices are drawn on a semi-
circle and the CURVE COMPLEXITY is 1 [11]. We call a drawing with these properties a circle drawing. Let Γ be a
circle drawing and let p1q1 and p2q2 be two segments of Γ that are chords of the semi-circle C hosting the vertices of
Γ and such that points p1, p2, q2, and q1 are encountered in this order moving clockwise on C. We say that segments
p2q2 is nested inside segment p1q1. Segments p1q1 and p2q2 are consecutive nested segments if p2q2 is nested inside
segment p1q1 and there is no other segment p3q3 such that p2q2 is nested inside p3q3 and p3q3 is nested inside p1q1.
Let p1q1 and p2q2 be two consecutive nested segments, let da be the distance from p2 to p1q1 and let db be the
distance from q2 to p1q1; the distance between p1q1 and p2q2 is the minimum value between da and db (see Fig. 6).
To compute a planar radially layered drawing of a planar layered graph G = (V ,E,φ) with CURVE COMPLEX-
ITY 1, we first construct a circle drawing Γ by using the algorithm in [11]. Let r be the radius of the semi-circle C
used in Γ , and let d be the minimum distance between two consecutive nested segments. We choose a set of k = λ(G)
circles C0,C1, . . . ,Ck−1 that are concentric with C and such that the radius of circle Ci is ri = r − (i + 1) δk , where
δ < d . Starting from Γ , we move each vertex v ∈ V to the point v ∩ Cφ(v), where v is the ray passing through v,
and we leave the bends at the same locations they have in Γ .
Theorem 3. Every planar layered graph with n vertices has a radially layered drawing whose CURVE COMPLEXITY
is 1 and that is optimal in terms of CROSSINGS. Also, this drawing can be computed in O(n) time.
Proof. Each edge has at most one bend by construction. To prove that the drawing is planar, we show that the move-
ment of the vertices does not create any crossings. Let p2q2 be a segment of Γ nested inside another segment p1q1 of
Γ and let p1q1 and p2q2 be consecutive nested segments. Assume that p2 is a point representing a vertex v. Vertex
v is moved along ray v . Since the smallest circle Ck−1 has radius r − δ and δ < d , the distance of the new position
Fig. 6. Two consecutive nested segments.
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of vertex v from segment p1q1 is still greater than zero, i.e. p2q2 does not cross the edges inside which it is nested,
after the movement of v. Also, since v is moved toward the center of the circles its distance from the segments nested
inside p2q2 grows when v is moved, i.e. p2q2 does not cross the edges nested inside it, after the movement of v. Since
the movement of the endpoint of a segment does not cause crossings with segments nested inside it and with those
inside which it is nested, we conclude that the vertices can be moved one per time while maintaining the planarity.
Concerning the time complexity, the circle drawing can be computed in O(n) time [11]. A lower bound for d can eas-
ily be computed by scanning the intersection points between C and Γ . Namely, let p1q1 and p2q2 be two consecutive
nested segments and assume that p1 and p2 are closer than q2 and q1. Clearly the distance between p1q1 and p2q2 is
longer than the length of the perpendicular distance s from the chord p1p2 to the midpoint of the arc of C between p1
and p2 (see Fig. 7). The distance s can be computed in constant time because s = r(1− cos α2 ) where α = 2 arcsin( l2r )
and l is the length of p1p2. In a circle drawing there are at most four intersection points per edge [11] and hence a
lower bound for d can be computed in O(n) time. Since the radius of each circle and the position of each vertex can
be computed in O(1) time, the overall time complexity is O(n). 
We conclude by discussing how the results of this section relate to a question posed by Bachmaier, Brandenburg,
and Forster [2] about radial level planarity testing, i.e. the problem of testing whether a planar layered graph is radial
layered planar, i.e., whether it admits a radial drawing with no crossing and such that every edge connecting vertices
on different circles is a Jordan curve monotone in the outward direction. Bachmaier, Brandenburg, and Forster [2]
leave as open to study radial level planarity testing where the edges are not required to be monotone. Lemma 2 and
Theorems 2 and 3 can be interpreted in terms of radial planarity as follows.
Theorem 4. Every planar layered graph is radial layered planar with non-monotone edges: Every edge can be drawn
as a non-monotone polygonal chain with at most two bends if the distance between the radial layers is given as part
of the input and with at most one bend per edge otherwise. Also, there exists a planar layered graph such that every
planar radially layered drawing requires at least one bend per edge.
6. Conclusions and open problems
This paper has investigated trade-offs between some natural aesthetic and semantic requirements in radially layered
drawings of graphs. Different linear time algorithms have been presented that compute drawings satisfying a given
vertex centrality and that are characterized by different performances in terms of CROSSINGS, CURVE COMPLEXITY
and RADIAL DISTRIBUTION. Several open problems naturally arise from the results of this paper. We list here three
of them that, in our opinion, are among the most interesting.
• Based on the negative result of Lemma 1, it would be interesting to characterize the family of graphs that admit
a radially layered drawing that is optimal in terms of both CROSSINGSand CURVE COMPLEXITY and RADIAL
DISTRIBUTION.
• Can one compute a radially layered drawing that satisfies vertex centrality, is optimal in terms of CROSSINGS and
of RADIAL DISTRIBUTION, and has CURVE COMPLEXITY less than 3?
• We focused on three aesthetic requirements for radially layered drawings, namely CROSSINGS, CURVE COM-
PLEXITY, and RADIAL DISTRIBUTION. Extending the investigation to other aesthetic requirements and trade-offs
such as, for example, area and number of bends, appears to us as a promising research direction.
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